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By Daniel J Kornstein

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.LOOSE SALLIES is a new collection of spirited essays for a wide
audience from an experienced, cultivated writer who also happens to be a full-time practicing
lawyer. In this stimulating and provocative volume, Daniel J. Kornstein writes with grace and
precision in an engaging voice. He turns his searching eye and fluent pen to a number of topics of
keen interest to us all. The first group of extraordinary essays contains Kornstein s original thoughts
on the drafting of the U.S. Constitution. In vivid and witty prose, he recreates the 1787 Constitutional
Convention, meditating on how much it is relevant to us today. Kornstein asks questions about
whether we really have a written or an unwritten Constitution. He examines changing public
attitudes toward the Constitution. Next Kornstein explores the most treasured part of our
Constitution: our precious civil liberties. He gives us a sophisticated, insightful and innovative
analysis of freedom of speech, religious liberty and privacy. He revisits some of Supreme Court
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes s greatest judicial opinions and explains their current relevance.
From there, the author irresistibly describes some interesting...
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The publication is easy in read through safer to comprehend. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been printed in an extremely simple way
and is particularly simply right after i finished reading through this pdf where actually modified me, affect the way i believe.
-- Ms. Clementina Cole V-- Ms. Clementina Cole V

This is the very best publication i have got read until now. It is definitely simplified but shocks within the fi y percent of the pdf. You may like how the
article writer create this pdf.
-- Rosario Durgan-- Rosario Durgan
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